
Script Analysis for Directors, Part 1: Scanning the Script 
Tip Sheet 

 
● For the initial scan of your script, you’ll want to take notes on the following 

eight categories: Lights, Sound, Special Effects, Costumes/Hair/Makeup, 
Props, Set, Concerns (problems, potentially difficult scenes, aspects to assign 
to the musical director or choreographer, etc.), and Ideas (notes about 
creative solutions to problems, concept thoughts, etc.). 

 
● Include page and line numbers so you can cross-reference your notes with 

your script later. Leave a little bit of space between each note so you can 
make changes or additions. You may want to colour-code the different 
categories if you wish. 

 
● Certain technical cues will be clearly indicated within your script, such as 

Blackout or A train whistle sounds or The Wizard disappears in a puff of 
smoke. Highlight those cues right away so your stage management team can 
start “calling” them right away during the rehearsal process. 

 
● Look for specific requirements or stage directions indicated for costumes, 

props, and set such as dates, times, seasons, and descriptive words (such as 
September 1, 1989 or a Victorian father and mother), as well as any changes 
in the time period that may affect the appearance of the costumes, props, and 
set. 

 
● Consider staging decisions that will affect multiple departments, such as a 

show featuring a dog character (will you use a real dog, a human actor in a 
dog costume, or a stuffed animal prop?). 

 
● Concerns and Ideas are your more miscellaneous categories, but with a 

focus. Concerns are items that you’ll need to come back to later, or perhaps 
address with another member of the team, such as casting issues, dance 
choreography, or intricate transitions. Ideas are just that – brilliant ideas on 
how you’ll stage something, or an interesting aspect or concept you’d like to 
include. 

 
● At this point, you aren’t making any absolute final decisions. You’re getting 

your ideas and concerns mapped out on paper, figuring out what needs to be 
done, and organizing your thoughts. An organized director is a less 
stressed director! 

 
 

Get the latest version of this exercise at http://tfolk.me/scriptanalysis 

http://tfolk.me/scriptanalysis

